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Do you really need to eject a USB drive be-

fore removing it? 

It’s well known that USB flash drives are sup-
posed to be ejected before removing them. 
Your computer will often display a scary warn-
ing if you fail to safely eject the drive. But do 
you really still need to do this? What happens 
if you don’t? First, we need to consider three 
different protocols your drive may use when 
connecting to your computer. Two of them 
don’t need to be ejected at all. 
USB Mass Storage: This is the main way a 

flash drive will connect to a computer. It al-

lows the system to see it as an actual drive — 

it shows up on the desktop on a Mac, and is 

assigned a drive letter in Windows. It func-

tions exactly as an internal drive does, so you 

can use it for storage or even run software off 

it.  

 

 

 

 

 

Media Transfer Protocol (MTP): This protocol 
is built into Windows and requires separate 
software on a Mac. It’s frequently used by 
Android devices. With MTP, you can copy files 
back and forth, but as it is seen by the system 
as a portable device rather than a drive, it 
does not need to be ejected. 
 

 
 
 
 

 
Picture Transfer Protocol (PTP): This is used by digital cameras to transfer im-
ages to a computer. It’s supported by Windows and Mac, and can be used by 
any application that supports the importing of images. PTP is very similar to 
MTP, so also does not need to be ejected. Smartphones, cameras and other 
media devices that connect via either MTP or PTP can be disconnected simply 
by pulling out the USB plug without any damage to its storage. 
 
Why Would You Need to Eject a Drive? 
If your drive (or device) connects using the USB Mass Storage protocol then it 
should ideally be ejected. Although, as we’ll see, it differs slightly depending on 
whether you’re using Mac or Windows. Flash drives today are not just about 
storing your important files: you can use them to run programs and even en-
tire operating systems.  This applies even if you’re not actually using the device 
at the time. The reason is because operating systems use a process called 
write caching. The operating system doesn’t always write a file to a drive im-
mediately, but instead caches it and waits until it has multiple write operations 
to complete. Doing these all at once improves performance, but if the cache is 
still full when you remove the drive, your data will become corrupted. Clicking 
the Eject button causes the cache to be emptied and any remaining data to be 
written to the drive.  That’s the reason why there’s often a delay of several 
seconds between ejecting the drive and being notified that it’s safe to remove 
it. There are also potential issues with the abrupt removal of the power supply 
from a flash drive. Flash memory is susceptible to this, and it can cause parts of 
the drive to become corrupt. 

 
Ejecting a Drive on a Mac 
All this information applies to flash drives plugged into Mac computers, and to 
Linux machines as well. These use write caching to deliver superior perfor-
mance. Ejecting a drive on a Mac is a simple process. Just drag the flash drive 
icon — that will have appeared on the desktop when you first connected it — 
into the Trash. Or click the Eject icon next to the drive name in a Finder win-
dow.  

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Ejecting a Drive in Windows 
The situation with Windows is slightly different. By default, Windows has write 
caching disabled. This results in slightly inferior performance when writing to 
the drive, but also adds a layer of security to the many users who forget to 
ever eject them.  If you’re not concerned about the risks, you can activate 
write caching on drive-by-drive basis. To do this, locate the Device Manager on 
your PC — Control Panel > Hardware and Sound > Hardware and Printers 
> Device Manager on Windows 7; or right-click in the bottom left corner of the 
screen and choose Device Manager on Windows  8 & 10. 
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              IP Addresses Blacklisted? 

What is an IP address? 
The "IP" part of IP address stands for "Internet Protocol." The 
"address" part refers to a unique number that gets linked to all 
online activity you do...somewhat like a return address on a letter 
you'd send out. (All this happens in milliseconds.) Your computer 
is hooked up to the Internet, one way or the other. When you go 
online for email, to shop or chat, your request has to be sent out 
to the right destination, and the responses and information you 
want need to come back directly to you. An IP address plays a sig-
nificant role in that. For instance if you type in www.google.com in 
your browser a service called DNS converts this into an IP address 
that the computer understands. The same goes for every website. 
This is how computers communicate over the internet network. 
 
How do I know if my IP is blacklisted? 
Maybe you’ve been notified by a friend that your emails were 
blocked. Or maybe you’ve run your IP address through a blacklist 
assessment tool and found out the awful truth: you have been 
blacklisted! What now? Having your emails blocked makes it hard 
to communicate with your friends and, if you run a business – your 
customers. Are you doomed to be labeled as a spammer forever? 
– No, help is at hand. First, find out if you are actually blacklisted. 
Before you go into full panic mode, if you haven’t check already, 
make sure you’re really on a blacklist. Use a tool like Spiceworks 
Blacklist Check and IP Reputation or http://
whatismyipaddress.com/blacklist-check.  to confirm that your IP 
address or domain has been flagged as a spammer, malware dis-
tributor, or some other sort of bad guy. Blacklist check tools like 
these compare your IP address or hostname against known black-
lists and let you know if you appear on them. 
 
Why is my IP address blacklisted? 
Your IP address may be blacklisted for several reasons. Your IP 
may only be listed on a single blacklist, or it could be listed on mul-
tiple blacklists. Each IP blacklist is maintained separately and not 
governed by a central source. Each may have different standards 
for listing/delisting IP addresses. Well, maybe a computer on your 
network has a virus and is behaving in a suspicious way. Or maybe 
some overzealous email administrator on your network just sent 
out a massive number of emails to sales prospects. These types of 
behaviors can get you flagged as a spammer or malicious IP. If 
your IP address is blacklisted, this doesn't necessarily mean there 
is cause for concern. Some blacklists automatically add any IP ad-
dress that is assigned via DHCP from the ISP. DHCP IP addresses 
are mainly how almost all residential connections connect to the 
Internet. Business accounts are more likely to be assigned static IP 
addresses. Here are the main reasons why your IP could end up 
being listed. Virus/Malware or spam. If you've got a virus or mal-
ware and your computer is constantly pinging or attempting to 
communicate with other computers, you're bound to hit a com-
puter where the admin will see your ‘attack’, block your IP ad-
dress, and report it accordingly. If you send spam or run a mail 
server that is not properly configured and it allows spam to be 
sent, that IP address will get blacklisted.  If you have a DHCP IP 
address and you're not a spammer and don't have a virus, it's pos-
sible that the person who had your IP address before you was, or 
the person who had it before them, or the person who had it be-
fore them. Only the ISP knows who had the IP address prior  to 

assigning it to you. You may have done nothing wrong. 
 
What makes someone decide to flag me? 
You might wind up on a blacklist for a variety of reasons. 
Each blacklist database chooses its own criteria for decid-
ing which IP addresses are suspicious, including things like:  

• Mail server configuration issues, like incorrect reverse 
DNS records, missing banner greets, or mail servers that 
operate inside a range of IP addresses that has been 
marked as suspicious 

• Operator policies that block email from particular 
countries or ISPs 
Unsolicited email originating from a particular IP address 
 

How do I get my IP address off of a blacklist? 

First, you should make sure that all devices on your net-

work are not infected. After you've determined your net-

work is clean and that no unauthorized traffic is going out, 

find where your IP address is blacklisted and contact them 

for removal. Each blacklist will have different ways of re-

questing an IP removal. And just because you've made the 

removal request, doesn't mean they'll honour your re-

quest. Once you know who has blocked you, then you can 

start the process of clearing your good name. Email service 

providers, like Google, AOL, Yahoo, and Microsoft, might 

block your email because of the high volume of messages 

you sent. To make amends, you need to contact them di-

rectly on their website. Once on the website, most services 

will provide specific instructions for getting off their black-

list. Some blacklists will allow self-service removal, which 

means you basically remove your IP address from their list 

without any fuss. However, be sure you fix the problem 

that landed you on their list in the first place, because next 

time around they may not be so nice about it. Some black-

list databases automatically remove you within a set time, 

like several weeks. The more often you offend them (by 

sending out huge unsolicited mailings for example) the 

longer they’ll keep you on the list.  

Can I fix the problem myself? 

Yes, There is no sense getting yourself removed from 
blacklists if the problem is still ongoing inside your organi-
zation. Here are some things to look for: 

• Did a Trojan somehow make its way on to your net-
work? Be sure to do a thorough scan of your network re-
sources. 

• Check that none of the workstations behind your IP 
address are infected with a virus. Even if they haven’t sent 
a single spam email, a bot virus might contact a spammer’s 
server to get its marching orders, flagging it. 

• Go through your message tracking logs to figure out 
where the spam is coming from. Once you have identified 
the offending computer, you can fix the issue. 
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